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iASCANDAL

"Scandal, Scandal, Read All About Itl
■

1 am no creative writer; 
I simply state 
Eternal truths 
Or fragments of them.

Things may touch us 
Lightly
Like the January sun 
Or bite so deep 
We feel the loss 
Forever.

• Tainted testosterone terminates track time.

The Gun goes off, the race Is over 
The P goes In, the game is over

A Who's to blame?
Who's to frame?
Who's to wear the shame, 
Where once was worn a crown?>: $
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Are the first to tell a different story.
Where roses once bloomed, now branches thick and hoary 
Grumble Into dust

All I can do 
Is help you 
Recognize 
The January sun- 
Or desolation 
So you can 
Wrestle It down.

PAMELA J. FULTON
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The lynch mob now assembles 
"This black cloud we shall dissemble" 
They climb aboard their wagons - 
Ride off like outraged pagans 
Intent to save their face.
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IS THIS LONELYNESS? It's a political race 
It's a material race 
This is our disgraceM9

ai
m Once upon a lonely night; 

Emptyness filled my heart; 
l know from the very start... 
That my life just wasn't right.
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□ 4 No time to hang a man.Jkej/'l□ ROSES ARE RED

Roses are red, violets are blue ....
I'm falling in love with someone like you.
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fighting off despair; 
l was by myself all alone;
Searching endlessly for my home

My life seemed to pass me by... 
There are so many reasons but why? 
I fell into the night's darkness...
Ever since I'm ftill of lonelyness.
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Flowers smell good and the grass is green. 
I love this girl, she makes me steam ....

Earth is brown and the skies are red .... 
I'd rather be with you instead.
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SHANNON

One day the Lord called upon my name:
Since then I've never been the same.
Peace and Love were found;
Happiness was all around.

Everything is back on track:
All the lonelyness is behind my back:
In this world I've done some terrible things... 
But the Angel of my Lord has taken me

on his wings.
He has given me a second chance... 
for life and it's romance:
He is the only one whom l confide...
He shall always be by my side. ^

SHANNON
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SILKSCREEN SERVICE

■ ATTENTION STUDENTS-WE ARE LICENSED PRINTERS OF UNB LOGOS.

CONFUSION 
The blood before light 
the dark and the night 
the music you play 
until you see day 
all is hidden 
feelings forbidden 
conftision reigns 
over the pains 
the message she sends 
that existence ends 
i stare at the sky 
don't ask me why 
the end of life 
did it come in the knife?

DEANNA T.

NEED EXTRA CASH FOR THOSE 
UNEXPECTED BILLS/EXPENSES? 
IF YOU ARE RELIABLE AND 
AVAILABLE ON SUNDAYS, THEN 
BUDGET DELIVERY SYSTEMS

•ORGANIZATIONS

•RESIDENCES

IS WHAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR!
GOOD HOURS, GOOD CASH !

FOR MORE INFO CALL BOB OR AL AT
458-9179
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VANIERHWY. Cdll 459-8244
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